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the 2017 official white house christmas ornament a - every year since 1981 the white house historical association has
had the privilege of designing the official white house christmas ornament these unique collectibles honoring individual
presidents or specific white house anniversaries have become part of the holiday tradition of millions of american families,
international style architecture wikipedia - the international style is a major architectural style that was developed in the
1920s and 1930s and was closely related to modernism and modern architecture it was first defined by museum of modern
art curators henry russell hitchcock and philip johnson in 1932 based on works of architecture from the 1920s it is defined by
the getty research institute as the style of architecture that, ancient greek architecture wikipedia - the architecture of
ancient greece is the architecture produced by the greek speaking people hellenic people whose culture flourished on the
greek mainland the peloponnese the aegean islands and in colonies in anatolia and italy for a period from about 900 bc until
the 1st century ad with the earliest remaining architectural works dating from around 600 bc, santa maria in carbonara in
viterbo history and - santa maria in carbonara in viterbo history and architecture of a templar preceptory in northern lazio
in the military orders politics and power, m j squire n dietrich eds ornament and figure in - m j squire n dietrich eds
ornament and figure in graeco roman art rethinking visual ontologies in classical antiquity berlin de guyter 2018, the first
ladies white house historical association - biographies portraits search whha start typing and then listen for common
searches like yours, the best new design architecture books of spring 2019 - the artbook d a p staff selection for the
best architecture and design books of the spring 2019 season include new publisher atelier ditions sun seekers the cure of
california on the region s promise of better health since the mid 19th century a new edition of metropolis books best selling
thanks for the view mr mies a study of detroit s utopian lafayette park housing, top 10 ages of architecture listverse architecture has existed since the recognition of civilization like fashion the architecture of today wouldn t be what it is if we
didn t get inspiration from the architectural past stone age influenced the egyptian egypt influenced the greeks greeks
influenced the romans and romans influenced the timeless elements of today s architecture, the history of the elgin
marbles past present and future - the history of the elgin marbles past present and future by jessie bangs the acropolis an
outcrop overlooking athens was once the site of many temples and places of worship built to honor the gods and goddesses
of ancient greece figure 1, walter gropius german american architect britannica com - walter gropius walter gropius
german american architect and educator who particularly as director of the bauhaus 1919 28 exerted a major influence on
the development of modern architecture his works many executed in collaboration with other architects included the school
building and faculty housing at, sterling higa transforming one of honolulu s worst eyesores - unfortunately that
ugliness has consequences architecture imposes itself and takes up space we cannot avoid seeing and for 60 years the
mayor wright homes have occupied space which
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